






[Liu Zhewei Column] Thoughts on the incident of
Ko Yuli being charged again - When will the
Communications and Multimedia Act be
repealed?
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The incident took a turn for the worse after human rights activist Ko Yuk Lee claimed she would be charged again
under Section 233 of the Communications and Multimedia Act 1998 (improper use of networks and network
equipment), and later tweeted. (File photo: The Malaysian Insight)

Social activist Ke Yuli was in trouble three years ago for criticizing the
Immigration Department’s mistreatment of detainees. However, I am not going
to discuss the case, but focus on the Communications and Multimedia Act
1988 and the Sedition Act.
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Things are changing, and if Pakatan Harapan did not take advantage of the
current opportunity to correct their mistakes when they were in power in the
past, I believe it is only a matter of time before they become the opposition
party again. The most direct example is the equal allocation of constituencies.
When the PH leader is the opposition party, whether it is PH or Pakatan
Rakyat, they constantly fight for equal distribution. This kind of struggle is very
good. From a moral perspective, it is wrong to discriminate against opposition
members. But it is regrettable that when they came to power in 2018, they
repeated the mistakes of the Barisan Nasional government and ended up with
a Sheraton operation. As a result of the collapse of Pakatan Harapan, the new
Muhyiddin government did not allocate any funds to their constituencies. What
can they say? Reap the consequences. If they failed to correct the injustice in
time when they were in power, they cannot regret it now.

Over the years, I have been working hard to repeal these two evil laws, or at
least amend the laws to narrow the loopholes for the government to abuse its
power, so that neither the current government nor the future government can
abuse its power.

To be fair, when Pakatan Harapan was in opposition, it suffered many unfair
legal actions. If you search the Internet, you will find various protest
statements, including the two laws I proposed above. Pakatan Harapan
leaders suffered a lot.

Now that they are in power, suddenly the evil law has become a law that is
beneficial to them? Or are they confident they won't abuse it? If it is the former,
then the current ruling party has changed positions and heads. I have nothing
to say. This reminds me of something Mahathir said many years ago. When
you are in the opposition party, you don't like preventive laws. When you are in
the ruling party, you will find that these laws are actually very effective. I
remember that the word he used at that time was "sedap", which in Malay
translation means "very easy to use".

If it is the latter, and is confident that it will not abuse, can the current
government guarantee that the next government will be so kind and fair? How
to ensure that future governments will not abuse it? If it cannot be guaranteed,
do not subjectively believe that any government will be wise, but use systems
to ensure that any evil law will not be abused, or that there is no room for
abuse.
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This is why many advanced democracies, although their leaders at that time
were highly trusted by the people, would not give that leader too much power.
Maybe you trusted him deeply when he was in office and believed that he was
a good person, but if there is no system to check and balance the power of the
top leader, how can you ensure that the next leader will perform like the leader
you trust? Therefore, many countries place checks and balances on power
rather than leaders. Rather than trusting the behavior of others, it is safer to
trust complete institutions and systems.

Although I know that my voice is insignificant and cannot influence the
decision-making of national leaders, I still hope to urge the government to
objectively review and amend these two laws. If you are interested, you can
read John Rawls's "A Theory of Justice", which contains an important theory:
"Veil of ignorance", or you may also have new inspirations.

* Liu Zhewei is currently an assistant professor in the Department of Political
Science at the International Islamic University. Before that, he also taught in
other institutions of higher learning. Liu Zhewei obtained a bachelor's degree
and a master's degree in political science from the National University of
Malaysia, and a doctorate in political science from the University of Bristol in
the United Kingdom.
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KKB results hinge on voter turnout, Malay
sentiment...
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MIC denies party split over Pakatan campaign
for KKB...
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